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Global Issue

• NILGOSC supports the Paris
Agreement
• NILGOSC follows its Climate Risk
Policy
• Focus on Governments,
Investments and Company
Engagement

NILGOSC was awarded an ‘A’ rating for 
Strategy & Governance by the United Nations 
Principles for Responsible Investment in 2020







How do we invest?
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Non‐exclusion policy

•Focus is on CO2 levels and emitters
•Need to reduce demand
•Selling shares is passing them to someone else
•Big oil companies owned by states, not pension
funds
• ‘Just Transition’ – FF companies part of the 
transition to low‐carbon



Next steps under consideration

•Change index for passive equities to a low‐carbon
version
•Annually report on carbon intensity and climate risk
using TCFD guidance



Summary of action to date

•NILGOSC has been taking action since 2008, highly
rated and award winning.
•Reduced Climate Risk in portfolio
• Increased investment in low‐carbon assets
• Influenced high‐carbon companies to transition
• Engaged with Governments and companies
• Taking Action, not walking away
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FOSSIL FUEL DIVESTMENT: 

FINANCIALLY PRUDENT, 

HIGH IMPACT

Adam McGibbon (Fossil fuel finance expert)
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Scientists and energy experts – no new fossil fuels can be permitted
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Scientists and energy experts – no new fossil fuels can be permitted

“If governments are serious about the climate crisis, 
there can be no new investments in oil, gas and coal, 
from now – from this year.” 
Fatih Birol, IEA Executive Director
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What’s that got to do with local government and financial institutions?
• Fossil fuels are a huge and increasing financial risk to those 

invested in them
• Fossil fuels are a legal risk to those invested in them
• Divesting from fossil fuels is in keeping with fiduciary duty
• Engagement with fossil fuel companies is failing and will 

continue to fail
• NI local government can take a high-impact, low-lift move by 

gradually moving away from fossil fuel investments. 
• Thousands of other institutions worldwide are leading the way.
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Financial risk mounting
• ‘Unburnable carbon’, stranded assets
• Continuing drop in renewable energy costs displacing FFs
• IEA: Oil and gas could become ‘junk investments.’
• Already seeing examples of this: 2015 ‘coal crash’ 
• High-risk, low-reward – risk mounting, dangerous for 

investors.
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Legal risk mounting

• Groundbreaking case against Shell 
• Funds themselves in legal danger – McVeigh vs Rest 

(Australia), APB Fossielvrij vs APB (pending).
• Colombia Law School Sabin Centre for Climate 

Change Law: Tracking 1,870 climate change lawsuits 
worldwide

• Double legal risk: Opens investors into possibility of 
further financial risk or risk to being sued themselves
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‘Engagement’ with fossil fuel companies isn’t working.
• Shareholder engagement is worthwhile in other sectors, but 

30 years of engagement has not materially impacted FF 
companies’ behaviour – none are aligned with Paris

• ‘Engagement’ often used as excuse. True engagement needs 
timelines, end points, deadlines.

• Many funds have had enough – PME (Netherlands), many 
partial divestments (Legal & General etc)

• Tom Sanzillo (former New York State Comptroller and 
investment banker) in Financial Times: “Stop trying to reason 
with oil companies – sell their stocks.” 

• Supporting Paris Agreement / Net Zero means stopping 
investment in companies that don’t support these goals
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Fossil fuel companies are not investing in renewable energy
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Who has already divested?
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Final points
• Opportunity to reinvest finance from fossil fuel companies into 

renewable energy, community wealth building.
• Academic studies: Divestment actually can improve pension 

returns – fossil free indexes seen to outperform some general 
indexes

• Pension fund divestment can have massive positive climate 
impact – “21 times more powerful than pension fund members 
giving up flying, going vegetarian and switching energy provider.”  
- Make My Money Matter

• Huge political impact – credited with Paris Agreement success
• Changing demographics of pension fund members means 

demand for divestment will grow (Legal & General / Standard 
Life research)
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Conclusion
• Divestment from fossil fuel companies is:

• Financially prudent, in keeping with fiduciary duty
• Is likely to improve fund performance

• Is an effective way to change company behaviour and reduce footprint of fund
• Reduces legal risk

• The longer funds wait to divest, the more they are putting their pension fund members’ money at 
risk
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